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THE LEVERAGE OF ELECTRIC PROPULSION:
SATELLITE PROPULSION SYSTEM TRADE-OFFS

W. D. Deininger* and R. Nasi**
BPD Difesa e Spazio, Colleferro, Italy

Abstract

The leverage provided by the use of electric thruster systems can
be significant for many types of missions. The paper shows the potentially
achievable mass savings which can be achieved for 5 different types of
reference missions: interplanetary, geostationary telecommunications,
elliptical communications, three classes of LEO lightsats and a military
communications mission. Mono-propellant, bi-propellant and dual-mode
chemical systems are considered along with 500 W arcjets, 1800 W arcjets
and 1400 W Hall thrusters. Dry masses are included in the calculations.
Mission dependent net mass savings range between 1% and 37% of the
originally assumed launch mass. These value were then converted into
launch cost savings and increased revenues due to additional on-orbit life.

INTRODUCTION

Satellites are used to provide coverage of the Earth's surface for telecommunications,
meteorology and scientific missions or explore areas beyond Earth's gravitational influence.
Geostationary satellites can provide Earth coverage over fixed regions on the ground 24 hours
a day while satellites in elliptical or low Earth orbits provide this coverage using passes over
the same area with a regular frequency. As long as the satellite remains within it's orbital
parameters, the space and ground systems can interact and exchange the required information.
To accomplish this objective, a satellite is made up of various systems which must interact
successfully for the desired life of the mission. Generally these systems include: payload,
power, propulsion, structure, thermal conditioning, command and control, guidance and
navigation, and communications.

Satellite propulsion systems are used to inject the satellite into its orbit and maintain
the orbit. The propellant storage tanks are often the largest volume component of the satellite
bus and generally form the basis for the overall bus structure. The fueled propulsion system
can typically be the largest mass component of a satellite. Furthermore, the on-board
consumables (fuel) capacity is a major satellite lifetime driver.

This paper shows the potentially achievable mass savings which can be achieved for
5 different types of reference missions: interplanetary, geostationary telecommunications,
elliptical communications, LEO lightsats and a military communications mission. Mono-
propellant, bi-propellant and dual-mode chemical systems are considered along with 500 W
arcjets, 1800 W arcjets and 1400 W Hall thrusters. Dry masses are included in the
calculations.

* Senior Scientist. Manager Electric Propulsion Laboratory. Space Division.
** Programs Manager. Propulsion Business Line.
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3 REFERENCE MISSIONS

The Reference Missions presented in Table 1 have been adopted for this electric
propulsion mass benefits analysis. These missions were selected to cover a broad range of
propulsion needs and cover a large spectrum of potential users.

I Table 1. Reference Missions.

Number TYPE Launch On-Board Mission Notes
Nume TPMass (Kg) Power (KW) AV (m/s)

1 Interplanetary 2500 1.0 6000 Intermarsnet-
class[l]

2 Geostationary 3000 5.0 2750 48 Transponder-
Telecommnunications class

3 Elliptical Orbit 2000 1.5 2200 ESA Archimedes-
Communications class[2-4]

4a Low Eath Orbit 100 0.3 -0 Constellation-
class[5.6]

class[5.6]

4c Low Earth Orbit 1000 1.2 500 Constellation-
class[5.6]

5 Military 4000 4.0 4000 Hypothetical
Communications

ASSUMPTIONS

Propulsion missions of several types are considered for the various reference missions.
This section summarizes the propulsion mission types and the AV percentages which are
assumed to be accomplished using electric propulsion. The assumed percentages are higher
than the current state-of-the-art so that this analysis effectively looks at an upper limit on the
potential mass savings which can be achieved through the use of electric propulsion.

Mission 1. Interplanetary Mission The overall mission AV is 6000 m/s. This AV is
assumed to be made up of Earth escape from GTO (-3800 m/s), cruise to Mars (-100 m/s)
and an orbital injection at Mars (-2100 m/s). The LAE is assumed to be used for the Earth
escape maneuver in the radiation belts (- 800 m/s). Electric propulsion is assumed to be used
to conduct the Earth escape maneuver above the Earth's radiation belts (-3000 m/s) and the
majority of the Mars injection maneuver (-1800 m/s) for a total of 4800 m/s out of a mission

* requirement of 6000 m/s.

Mission 2. Geostationary (GSO) Communications Satellite This GSO
communications satellite is assumed to have a 15 year on-orbit life which makes up a total
mission AV of 2750 m/s. This value includes: 1514 m/s for apogee injection based on an
Ariane launch, 750 m/s for North-South station keeping (NSSK), 250 m/s for station
repositioning during the satellite lifetime 50 m/s for end-of-life (EOL) disposal .and 186 m/s
for East-West station keeping (EWSK), attitude control, momentum wheel energy dumping.
The LAE is used for apogee injection through the radiation belts. It is assumed that electric
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propulsion can be used for apogee injection above the radiation belts (-714 nVs), NSSK (750
m/s), station repositioning (250 nVs) and satellite EOL disposal (50 m/s) for a total of 1764
rm/s out of 2750 m/s.

Mission 3. Elliptical Orbit Communications Satellite The overall mission AV is
assumed to be 1500 m/s for a 10 year on-orbit life. The on-orbit propulsion functions are:
attitude control, inclination control, argument of perigee control, perigee altitude control and
constellation synchronization. These combined functions are quoted as being "more
demanding than on-orbit GSO control." In addition, high inclination, elliptical orbit injection
is required which effectively means shifting the perigee and apogee points of GTO to the
appropriate inclination and altitudes (assume ~ 700 m/s). We assume electric propulsion can
be used for 70% of these needs for a total of 1540 m/s out of 2200 im/s. The LAE is
assumed to cover 15% of the total AV (-225 m/s).

Mission 4a. Low Orbit Satellite The mission AV is -0 m/s, therefore electric
propulsion can play no role except possibly FEEP for specialized missions. This case will
be ignored for the rest of the discussion.

Mission 4b. Low Orbit Satellite The mission AV is 200 m/s which is assumed to
include orbit insertion, orbit maintenance and attitude/pointing control. It is assumed electric
propulsion can be used for orbit insertion and part of the orbit maintenance -> 120 m/s out of
200 m/s. There is no function for an LAE in this mission.

Mission 4c. Low Orbit Satellite The mission AV is 500 n/s which is assumed to
include orbit insertion, orbit maintenance and attitude/pointing control. It is assumed electric
propulsion can be used for orbit insertion and part of the orbit maintenance -- 350 m/s out of
500 m/s. An LAE-like AV of 100 n/s is included in this mission.

Mission 5. Military Communications Satellite This GSO military communications
satellite has the same constraints as the commercial GSO communications satellite except that
it requires a much larger repositioning capability which translates to a total mission AV of
4000 m/s. This value includes: 1514 m/s for apogee injection based on an Ariane launch, 750
m/s for NSSK, 1500 m/s for station repositioning during the satellite lifetime 50 m/s for end- U
of-life (EOL) disposal and 186 m/s for EWSK, attitude control, momentum wheel energy
dumping. The LAE is used for apogee injection through the radiation belts. It is assumed
that electric propulsion can be used for apogee injection above the radiation belts (-714 m/s), I
NSSK (750 m/s), station repositioning (1500 m/s) and satellite EOL disposal (50 m/s) for a
total of 3014 m/s out of 4000 rm/s.

This analysis assumes the following engines execute portions of the mission AVs:
mono-propellant thruster, bi-propellant engine, dual-mode engine, hydrazine arcjet at 0.5 KW,
hydrazine arcjet at 1.8 KW and a xenon Hall thruster. Table 2 summarizes the assumed
thruster specific impulses. These thrusters were selected as representative to begin defining
the boundaries of the mass savings envelop. Clearly, the use of higher specific impulse ion
engine technology (3000 s) would likely, based on specific impulse considerations alone,
provide additional mass benefits for larger satellites while the higher dry mass of the system
could negate benefits for smaller satellites.
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I Table 2. Assumed Thruster Specific Impulse Values.

Thruster Type LAE RCT I EP

Mono-Propellant 220 s 220 s ---

Bi-Propellant 300 s 290 s ---

Dual-Mode 310 s 220 s ---

Hydrazine Arcjet (A/J), 500 W --- --- 460 s

Hydrazine Arcjet (A/J), 1800 W ---- 570 s

Xenon Hall, 1400 W --- --- 1550 s

MASS FRACTIONS

The mission AVs can be combined with the engine specific impulse data using the
rocket equation to calculate the propellant masses required for the various reference missions.
The rocket equation can be expressed as:

Mfuel 1 - e-
SMi

I where Mr, is the fuel mass out of a total satellite mass of M,, AV is the required velocity
increment to accomplish the mission, g is the acceleration of gravity at the Earth's surface
and I,, is the thruster specific impulse. This equation is used to estimate, to the first order,
the fuel fractions for the specific Reference Missions when employing different types of
thrusters. The results are given in Table 3

The propellant values in Table 3 must be assessed in light of the dry mass values for
the overall propulsion systems to determine the actual mass savings realized. Table 4 presents
the assumed dry mass values/assumptions for the various systems and system combinations.
In addition, the following mission specific assumptions apply:

Mission 1. Interplanetary Mission Electric propulsion is assumed to be used for a
total of 4800 m/s out of a mission requirement of 6000 m/s. Based on current electric
propulsion technology lifetime constraints, six (6) electric thruster systems are required
to operate in order to achieve this. In addition, two (2) spares electric thruster systems
are carried for redundancy. Total electric thruster systems: 8.

Mission 2. Geostationary (GSO) Communications Satellite Two (2) electric thrusterI systems are needed for NSSK plus two (2) for redundancy. In the case of arcjets,
another two (2) systems are needed for the high altitude orbit raising AV. Total: 6

Mission 3. Elliptical Orbit Communications Satellite Four (4) electric thruster
systems are assumed to be needed to cover the mission AVs including redundancy.
Total: 4
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Table 4. Assumed Propulsion System/Thruster Dr\ Masses.

Dry Mass Evaluation Assumptions
Propulsion System/Thruster Type Chem EP

Mono-Propellant' 0.02 Ms, + 0.05 M, -
Bi-Propellant §  0.03 Msc + 0.06 Mp --

Dual-Mode 0.025 Ms, + 0.06 ---
Xenon Feed System --- 8 Kg + 0.15 Mp

Hydrazine Arcjet (A/J), 500 W* --- 4.5 Kg
Hydrazine Arcjet (A/J), 1800 W* --- 5.5 Kg

Xenon Hall, 1400 W* --- 12 Kg

§ Values given as a fixed mass with respect to the overall satellite mass
plus a tankage fraction.
Value given as a fixed dry mass plus a tankage fraction.

* Values given are for each electric thruster assembly, PCU and cable.

Mission 4a. Low Orbit Satellite NONE

Mission 4b. Low Orbit Satellite One (1) electric propulsion system is assumed.

Mission 4c. Low Orbit Satellite Two (2) electric propulsion system is assumed.

Mission 5. Military Communications Satellite Two (2) electric thruster systems are
needed for NSSK plus two (2) for redundancy. Another four (4) electric propulsion
systems (including redundancy) are assumed to be needed for repositioning. In the
case of arcjets, another two (2) systems are needed to cover the high altitude orbit
raising AV. Total: 10.

Using the dry mass values/assumptions of Table 4 with the mission specific
assumptions listed above, provides the dry mass values shown in Table 5. Table 6 provides
the dry mass increments for each overall propulsion system type with a mono-propellant
system taken as the baseline or origin (zero point). Finally, Table 7 reports the potential net
mass savings for the Reference Missions with the mono-propellant system taken as the
reference mass for each Reference Mission. The mass savings shown could be used to add
more payload, increase the propellant quantity for increased consumables lifetime and/or
reduce the satellite launch mass to use a lower cost launcher. The mass savings reported here
are consistent with information reported elsewhere.[7-11]

It must noted that many parameters are important in selecting an electric propulsion
system for implementation as the NSSK subsystem. The primary factors are related to the
integration of the electric propulsion system onto the spacecraft. A mass advantage with
respect to a baseline chemical system is important but must be considered in light of other
important factors. Other factors include the reliability, power requirements and required
modifications to the spacecraft power system, the development status of the propulsion system
options, life/qualification testing requirements and needs, system performance and operating
envelopes, dry mass, required quantity of propellant and its availability, the particulate and
field environment produced by the electric propulsion system, plume divergence angle and
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the system on-orbit operating mode. Impacts on the satellite power system battery design and
recharging methodology can be particularly severe for high specific impulse electric systems
due to their need for many more on/off cycles than lower specific impulse electric propulsion
systems.

The data in the tables discussed above is shown graphically in Figs. 1, 2 and 3.
Figure 1 shows the net mass savings (as a percentage) for each propulsion system type as a
function of the mission. Generally, as the launch mass increases, the net mass savings
increases as expected. The electric propulsion systems always provide a significant net mass
savings with respect to the straight chemical propulsion system solutions (mono- and bi-prop).

REFERENCE MISSION NET MASS SAVINGS
so0 With Respect to Baseline Mono-Propellant System

45- Legend

40- MP - Mono-prop - Intrplaneary
DM - Dual-Mode

S35 BP - Bi-prop -- GSO Commun.3 5  - Arclt

El .. i Eltipcal
S30

-0"- Ughtsat (500 Kg)

20. .- --.. " , { -- - -*" GSO Military

5 ./ ' |

5-

0 O------

Bi-pmrp MP*5AN MP-1A/J DM*SA/J DM*ISA/J BPSPT

Propulsion System Type

Figure 1. Net Mass Savings for Each Mission

Figure 2 shows the net mass savings with respect to the satellite launch mass while
Fig. 3 shows the net mass savings with respect to the mission AV. Both figures show the
effect of the propulsion type on net mass savings (as a percentage) with respect to a mono-
propellant propulsion system. It is clear from these charts, that for high energy missions
(high AV) like interplanetary, the higher specific impulse system is superior. For medium
energy missions (near-Earth and Earth-orbital environments) the electic systems are superior
to the straight chemical systems but group fairly close together in terms of capability
improvement when compared among themselves. The reduced complexity and lower
qualification and hardware costs of the arcjet based systems should provide the best trade-off.
For low energy missions (generally small satellite oriented), the net mass savings are not as
large as in the other cases but still can provide a comfortable 5% to 10% margin.
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REFERENCE MISSION NET MASS SAVINGS
40- Compared to Mono-Propellant System on Launch Mass Basis3
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Figure 2. Net Mass Savings for Each Mission on a Launch Mass Basis.3

REFERENCE MISSION NET MASS SAVINGS
40 Compared to Mono-Propellant System on a Mission Delta-V BasisI
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Figure 3. Net Mass Savings for Each Mission on a Mission AV Basis.I
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POTENTIAL REFERENCE MISSION NET COST SAVINGS

40- With Respect to Baseline Mono-Propellant System
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Figure 4. Potential Launch Cost Savings for Each Mission.

The commercially-oriented missions (GSO Communications, Elliptical Orbit, 500-Kg
and 1000-Kg-Class Lightsats) can also be assessed from the point-of-view of increased
operational lifetime due to the extra propellant available and, hence, the increased overall
revenue suream generated by the satellite. As stated on the first page, the GSO
Communications mission is assumed to have a 15 year baseline lifetime while the Elliptical
Orbit Communications Satellite is assumed to have an 10 year baseline lifetime. We further
assume that the 500 Kg Lightsat has a baseline lifetime of 2 years and the baseline lifetime
of the 1000-Kg Lightsat is 5 years. Using the monthly on-orbit propellant needs (averaged
over the nominal lifetimes), the net mass savings in Table 6 translate to the potential on-orbit
lifetime increases shown in Table 9. As can be seen, the on-orbit lifetime of the 500 Kg
Lightsat can be increased 7 months using arcjet propulsion, more than 25% while both the
Elliptical Orbit Communications Satellite and 1000 Kg-class Lightsat can realize on-orbit
lifetime increases of over 50%. Since typical commercial satellite transponder rental rates
vary between 100,000 US$ and 300,000 US$ per month,[12,13] with peaks of as much as
2,200 US$ per hour during periods of high demand,[14] substantial revenue can be realized
by the satellite owner with extended life. The rates depend on the transmission band and its
power. Using 200 K$ as a baseline monthly price, the increased on-orbit satellite life shown
in Table 8 can be converted to increased revenues as in Table 10 and Fig. 5. For a 48
transponder GSO satellite, the use of arcjet propulsion can realize increased revenues of over
$1 Billion through increased lifetime. An additional $8.4 Million can be realized for a 500
Kg Lightsat with 6 transponders.
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COST TRADE-OFF

As mentioned earlier, the mass savings shown in Table 7 could be used to add more
payload, increase the propellant quantity for increased consumables lifetime and/or reduce the
satellite launch mass to enable the use a lower cost launcher. Some launcher capability data
is given in Table 8 for both large launchers and small launchers. The small launcher costs
average 31 K$/Kg. Large launchers are often quoted as 20 to 30 K$/Kg. If we assume that
we can use 30 K$/Kg as a baseline launch cost, the net mass savings (in Kg) shown in Table
7 can be convened directly into launch cost savings as shown in Fig. 4. Potential launch cost
savings vary from 270 K$ for small satellites to 33,000 K$ for large satellites. These
numbers represent a significant fraction of the expected launch costs for the satellite class.
The larger the initial satellite mass, the larger the potential launch mass savings.

Since multiple launcher options is an important consideration for most missions,
another way to examine the utility and flexibility offered by the utilization of electric
propulsion is from the standpoint of launcher flexibility. The launcher capability data shown
in Table 8 shows that there are several launcher possibilities for each baseline Reference
Mission. For example, the 4000 Kg GSO Military satellite can only be launched using the
Ariane 44LP or H-2 of the launchers listed. Use of electric propulsion also enables the use
of Ariane 44P, Ariane 44L and Atlas 2AS.

Table 8. Launch Vehicle Capability Comparison Data.

LARGE LAUNCHERS SMALL LAUNCHERS
Launch Mass Launch Mass to

LAUNCHER NAME to GTO (Kg) LAUNCHER NAME 400 X 400 Km
at 90* (Kg)

HI 1100 Pegasus XL 280
H2 4000 Capricomio 180
Altas 1 2430 Conestoga 1229 190
Atlas 2 2770 Conestoga 3420 630
Alias 2A 2900 Conestoga 1620 750
Atlas 2AS 3800 Orbcx 200
CZ3 1400 J-1 240
CZ2E 2930 PA-2 270
Delta 1810 Shtil 330
Ariane 40 2005 Next 310
Ariane 42P 2760 Start-1 430
Ariane 44 P 3270 LLV1 460
Aiiane 42L 3360 Taurus 1000
Ariane 44LP 4050 Vega-K 600
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POTENTIAL REVENUE INCREASE PER SATELLITE TRANSPONDER
With Respect to Baseline Mono-Propellant System

40-

DM - Dual-Mode /
BP - BI-prop

30- A/ - Aet / Legend

/ / -- GSO Comun.

j 2 / \ i// * aplcal

.20 -. - - UlhtsaL (500K)

S1 -B - LUhts (1000 K)
15-

Bi-prop MP-5AJ MPI18A/J DM5 A/J DM8AINJ BP+SPT

Propulsion System Type

Figure 5. Potential Increased Lifetime Revenue Per Satellite Transponder.

CAUTIONS

Several important points need to be considered. All of the AVs given above assume
impulsive thruster firings and should be corrected for low thrust, finite duration burns when
electric propulsion is considered. Furthermore, trip time effects were not discussed in any
detail. Finally, these calculations did not address the integration of electric and chemical
systems or the effects of electric thruster system usage on satellite power system. These
issues will have some effect on the overall mass savings presented and therefore, the projected
cost savings.

The satellite power system provides continuous power to the payload and bus
equipment. This function must occur in spite of the fact that periodically the satellite passes
through the Earth's shadow resulting in eclipses of the satellite power source, generally a
solar photovoltaic array. The key problem in designing the satellite power system is
associated with the charging and discharging of the energy storage batteries.[15] Battery
design and charging and discharging are related to the depth-of-discharge (DOD), the required
power output, battery charge/discharge cycles and charging/discharging time. Generally, the
higher the specific impulse of an electric propulsion system system, the longer the firing
durations generally need to be. This results in a significant increase in battery
discharge/charge cycling and could have a significant impact on the overall power system
architecture.
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I CONCLUSIONS

Use of present generation electric propulsion systems can provide important benefits
to a wide range of missions in terms of launch mass reductions, payload increase and/or
increased on-orbit lifetime (increased revenues). Potential net propellant mass savings can
be as high as 39% of the spacecraft mass for high AV missions when compared to a mono-
propellant propulsion system baseline. Medium AV missions such as satellites in GSO or
elliptical orbits can realize mass reductions on the order of 20% when compared to a mono-
propellant baseline. Margins near 10% are achievable for lightsats.

Electric propulsion system were compared for a variety of missions. For high energy
missions (high AV) like interplanetary, the higher specific impulse system is superior. For
medium energy missions (near-Earth and Earth-orbital environments) the electric systems are
superior to the straight chemical systems but group fairly close together in terms of capability
improvement (mass reduction) when compared among themselves. The reduced complexity
and lower qualification and hardware costs of the arcjet based systems should provide the best
trade-off. For low energy missions (generally small satellite oriented), the net mass savings
are not as large as in the other cases but still can provide a comfortable 5% to 10% margin.
These mass benefits translated directly into launch cost savings which are likely a substantial
portion of the mission cost. In the case of commercially-oriented missions, increased on-orbit
lifetime could be translated into increased revenues of more than 1B USS in some cases.
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